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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) performs a Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) analysis every other year 

to determine the adequate amount of planning reserves needed to maintain a reliability metric of 

allowing loss of load for one day (or less) in ten years. The current SPP Planning Reserve Margin 

(PRM) is twelve percent (12%).  If an entity’s capacity mix is comprised of at least seventy-five 

percent (75%) hydro-based generation, then such entity’s PRM is nine point eight nine percent 

(9.89%). The results of this study reflect the assumptions and methodology approved by the Supply 

Adequacy Working Group (SAWG) in the 2017 Reserve Margin LOLE scope. All results of the 

study are reviewed by the SAWG and any deviations from the scope are approved by SAWG and 

accomplished by performing additional scenarios.     

The 2017 LOLE Study: 

 Analyzes 2019 and 2022 planning years  

 Utilizes ABB GridViewTM software for the loss of load analysis to provide results applicable 

across the SPP Balancing Authority (BA) Area footprint 

 Verifies the current PRM is adequate to maintain a reliability metric of loss of load for one 

day in 10 years (Table 3) 

 Determines a minimum non-coincident PRM that would result in the SPP system 

experiencing a one day loss of load event every 10 years (Table 4) 

 Determines the loss of load in days per year for two sensitivity cases  

 Compares results against a benchmark study performed by Astrapé Consulting using the 

Strategic Energy & Risk Valuation Model (SERVM) software (Section 5.4) 

 Determines a minimum coincident PRM that would result in the SPP system experiencing a 

one day loss of load event every 10 years based on one year (2014) of historical load shapes 

(Table 5) 

1.1 STUDY ENHANCEMENTS 

Several modifications were incorporated to the modeling assumptions and study process for the 2017 

LOLE Study. As the SPP LOLE study evolves, it is necessary to analyze and improve modeling 

assumptions to make study improvements and mature the study process as reliability concerns may 

shift over time. Table 1 demonstrates the key assumption enhancements and their impact applied to 

the 2017 LOLE study that differed from the 2015 LOLE study.  
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Table 1: Assumption differences between the 2015 and 2017 LOLE studies 

Study Inputs 2015 LOLE Study  2017 LOLE Study  Impact 

Generator 

Outages 

Maximum of 24 (N-

24) forced outages per 

hour  

Maximum of 30 (N-30) 

forced outages per hour 

Increasing the amount of resources forced 

out per hour demonstrated a more realistic 

approach when compared to historical outage 

MWs 

Monitored 

Branches 

250 kV+ 100 kV+ Increased simulation time; considers all 

transmission ratings of 100kV and above 

instead of 250kV and above  

EFORd values for 

thermal and 

hydro resources 

Values from Ventyx 

used in the SPP 

economic transmission 

planning process 

Values derived from five 

years (2012 – 2016) of 

historical NERC GADS 

data 

GADS EFORd weighted average of 8.3% vs 

Ventyx EFOR weighted average of 5.5% 

Amount of years 

used to determine 

area Load 

Forecast 

Uncertainty 

(LFU) multipliers   

six historical years 

(2007 – 2011)  

ten historical years 

(2007 – 2016)  

Additional years reflect a higher confidence 

of LFU multipliers 

Load Forecast 

Uncertainty 

(LFU) 

Range of 0% to 3.95% 

of , 

All areas set to same 

maximum LFU  

  

Range of 0% to 25%1, 

All areas set to different 

maximum LFU 

The change in load forecast uncertainty 

represents a realistic load increment for 

uncertainty based on historical load forecast 

deviation for multiple weather years; 

produces more volatility and variability for 

load forecast uncertainty based on each 

area’s geographical location 

Wind Modeling 2007 to 2011 averaged 

wind shape 

Modeled single year 

2014 wind shape 

Reflects volatility of wind and is the same as 

the year used for load shapes  

Summer Season June 1 – September 30 June 15 – September 15 Consideration of maintenance and planned 

outages that may carry over into the summer 

season; increases probability for loss of load 

due to unplanned maintenance extensions  

Demand 

Adjustment 

Calculation for 

determining 

Testing Reserve 

Margin 

Summation of 

simulated wind output 

on each area’s peak 

hour  

Summation of accredited 

wind capacity from 

Resource Adequacy 

Workbook submissions  

Could over or under-state the amount of loss 

of load by not considering the simulated on-

peak wind production for adjusting load to 

the desired testing reserve margin 

1.2 SPP PLANNED CAPACITY 

The capacity configuration by fuel type and category for the SPP Balancing Authority (BA) Area for 

each study year is shown below in Table 2. The committed capacity was used in the demand 

adjustment calculation to set each legacy balancing area to the applicable testing reserve margins.  

                                                 
1 The 25% maximum load uncertainty was applied to two areas. The other areas ranged anywhere from 5% to 20%. 
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Table 2: SPP committed capacity by fuel type 

Committed Capacity Type 
2019 Study Year 

(MW) 

2022 Study Year 

(MW) 

Demand Response-Available 736 725 

Coal Capacity 24,973 24,870 

Gas Capacity 30,955 30,458 

Hydro and Pumped Storage Capacity 5,277 5,227 

Nuclear Capacity 2,135 2,135 

Wind Capacity2 1,503 1,533 

Solar Capacity 194 194 

Petroleum Capacity  2,109 2,109 

Other Capacity3 143 143 

Sales 1,271 1,271 

Purchases 2,118 2,018 

Total Capacity4 68,872 68,141 

 

1.3 RESULTS 

After performing the base analysis and all sensitivities, using GridViewTM and SERVM software, it 

was determined the current non-coincident PRM of 12.0% (9.89% for hydro-based entities) does not 

exceed the threshold of one day in ten years. Table 3 shows the LOLE results of different sensitivity 

cases performed in GridViewTM at the non-coincident PRM of 12.0%.  

 

 

 

                                                 
2 Wind and solar capacity values are accredited values sourced from the 2017 RAW submissions. 
3 The resources listed as other include behind the meter generators with an unidentified fuel type, 59 MW, or biomass, 84 

MW. 
4 Total capacity = Demand Response + all fuel type capacities + Purchases – Sales. 
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       Table 3: GridViewTM results at 12.0% non-coincident peak PRM 

Study Year (Results in days per 10 years) 2019  2022 

Base study at 12.0% testing reserve margin 0.59 0.00 

Low wind sensitivity at 12.0% testing reserve margin 0.70 0.13 

Coincident peak demand adjustment sensitivity 0.26 0.00 

Reliability metric threshold (SPP criteria) 1.00 1.00 

 

Table 4 lists the non-coincident PRM for each case at the one day in ten years reliability threshold 

that was determined using the SERVM software.  

Table 4: Non-coincident PRM results at the reliability threshold 

Study Year (Non-coincident PRM results) 2019 2022 

Base-case study 9.2% 10.8% 

Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment Sensitivity 10.0% 10.6% 

Transmission Limitation (removal) Sensitivity 8.4% 7.6% 

 

Using the 2014 load shapes, the value of the SPP’s Coincident Peak (CP) testing PRM was 

calculated to be 16.0% due to the diversity after scaling each area’s non-coincident testing reserve 

margin to 12.0%. The 2014 load shapes provided a linear equation shown in Figure 15 in which 

NCP PRM values can be converted to CP PRM values. However, the inclusion of multiple weather 

years will change the conversion formula due to diversity variation from year to year. 

Table 5 lists the coincident peak PRM for each case at the one day in ten years reliability threshold 

taken from the values in Table 4 and applying the formula in Section 5.5.   

Table 5: Coincident PRM results at the reliability threshold 

Study Year (Non-coincident PRM results) 2019 2022 

Base-case study 13.1%  14.8% 

Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment Sensitivity 13.9%  14.5% 

Transmission Limitation (removal) Sensitivity 12.3% 11.4% 
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of the SAWG was much appreciated by SPP staff. SPP staff also appreciates Astrapé Consulting for 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. LOLE OVERVIEW  

LOLE is typically defined as the expected number of days or hours per period, usually a year, that an 

entity does not have enough capacity to meet the firm load.  If the loads are specified on an hourly 

basis, as is often the case, then the hourly LOLE is calculated by determining whether the entity has 

enough capacity available to serve the load for each hour of the year. An LOLE analysis is typically 

performed on an electric system to determine the amount of capacity that needs to be acquired to 

meet the desired reliability target, commonly expressed as an expected value, or LOLE of 0.1 

days/year or 1 day in 10 years, which SPP currently adopts.  

2.2. STUDY PROCESS  

Determination of the PRM is supported by the probabilistic LOLE study, which analyzes the ability 

to reliably serve the SPP BA Area’s forecasted Peak Demand while utilizing a Security Constrained 

Economic Dispatch (SCED).  SPP, with input from the stakeholders, develops the inputs and 

assumptions used for the study. The LOLE study utilizes probabilistic methods by altering capacity 

through the application of generator-forced outages and forecasted demand through the application 

of load uncertainty. SPP attempts to reflect actual real-time operational parameters and test system 

limitations on a robust set of uncertainties. SPP staff collects data for the study through various 

sources including the following: 

 SPP transmission planning staff for transmission and generator parameter assumptions 

 Resource Adequacy Workbook (RAW) submissions as provided by Load Responsible 

Entities (LRE) for generation and demand assumptions 

 North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Generating Availability Data 

System (GADS) submissions as provided by generator owners for calculating forced outage 

rates based on historical occurrences 

 SPP operations staff for historical load and wind shapes for developing individual wind 

generator profiles and load forecast uncertainty factors for each modeled area 

 SPP operations staff for known operational constraints and guidelines 

The LOLE study gives insight to stakeholders and respective state commissions when making policy 

decisions related to resource adequacy, especially when considering adjusting the SPP PRM. The 

PRM is applied to each LRE’s Resource Adequacy Requirement, which requires each entity to 

procure enough capacity for their summer season’s forecasted Peak Demand.  
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2.3. STUDY IMPROVEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

While providing accurate PRM values to stakeholders is important, establishing a constant multi-

year projection based on dependable analytical methods is just as important for resource adequacy 

planning. The continuation of incorporating study enhancements are important to accurately and 

consistently reflect a PRM the SPP stakeholders are confident for ensuring reliability. However, 

PRM values are subject to change along with a changing resource portfolio in the SPP region, 

shifting from coal-based generation resources to generation fueled by natural gas and renewables 

over the past decade, it is imperative to continue developing and refining the LOLE model to 

reliably capture evolving Resource Adequacy constructs. 

SPP coordinated with Astrapé Consulting to perform a benchmark analysis using SERVM for the 

2017 LOLE study in order to investigate switching software used in SPP LOLE studies. SERVM 

will provide benefit through additional metric analysis, reduction of resource hours, and produce 

consistency with the LOLE industry. In addition to LOLE studies, SERVM can provide the benefits 

of performing other resource adequacy assessments such as Effective Load Carrying Capability 

(ELCC) and Economic Optimal Reserve Margin Assessments. On December 14, 2017, the SAWG 

approved the recommendation to implement the SERVM software in continuing improvement of the 

LOLE study. SERVM will allow SPP to more accurately model unit outage probabilities that reflect 

historical outage situations and incorporate up to thirty (30) multiple weather years, which would 

improve load forecast uncertainty and wind output forecasting during simulation. The results of the 

benchmark analysis were compared with the results obtained from GridViewTM and it was 

determined there were no material discrepancies. 

The SAWG and other respective working groups or committees will discuss all future enhancements 

and scope changes. Future enhancements for the SPP LOLE study may include, but not limited to: 

 Partial planned and unplanned outages  

 Incorporation of multiple weather years applied to load profiles 

 Incorporation of multiple weather years applied to renewable generation profiles 

 More accurate demand response modeling for energy limited resources 

 Seasonal generator outage rates and net capability ratings 

 Re-define zonal representation of the SPP BA footprint in the LOLE model 

 Forced outage rates for interregional transactions 
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3. DATA DESCRIPTION, ANALYSIS, AND KEY STUDY 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The production-cost modeling tool used for the LOLE study was GridViewTM that requires various 

detailed data inputs as described below. SPP used GridViewTM to assess the current PRM of 12% 

(9.89% for hydro-based generation entities) based on the initial set of assumptions and the two 

sensitivity scenarios. The analysis in varying the PRM at multiple levels to achieve a one day in ten-

year threshold was performed by Astrapé Consulting using SERVM for the initial set of assumptions 

and the load adjustment scenario based on SPP’s peak hour for study years 2019 and 2022. A 

detailed description of the analysis using SERVM is provided in Appendix B: SERVM Benchmark 

Study. 

3.1. AREA OVERVIEW 

The SPP BA Area includes all or parts of Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, 

Montana, New Mexico, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Texas. Even though 

a nodal representation of the transmission system was modeled, the SPP BA Area was divided into 

seventeen areas to apply load shapes and load forecast uncertainty factors. The areas were defined to 

represent the detailed modeling load forecast uncertainty based on geographical diversity, the 

granularity of historical data based on Legacy Balancing Authority (LBA)5 areas in the SPP 

footprint, and to maintain consistency with the 2015 LOLE study in application of the PRM 

requirement for scaling load to test multiple PRM levels. However, the SAWG will be discussing 

possible scenarios of re-defining areas for the next SPP LOLE study as it applies to the current 

structure of the SPP BA Area. The modeled areas include the following LBAs6: 

AEP American Electric Power  

EDE  Empire District Electric Company 

GRDA  Grand River Dam Authority 

INDN Independence  Power & Light Department 

KACY  Board of Public Utilities, Kansas City, Kansas 

KCPL  Kansas City Power & Light Company 

LES Lincoln Electric System 

NPPD  Nebraska Public Power District 

OGE  Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 

OPPD  Omaha Public Power District 

SPA7 Southwestern Power Administration 

                                                 
5 Prior to SPP becoming the Balancing Authority Area in 2015, SPP was broken into multiple balancing authorities, 

which are referred to as Legacy Balancing Authorities. 
6 All capacity from Load Responsible Entities and Generator Owners identified in the resource adequacy process was 

captured in the LOLE study and modeled in respective areas. 
7 Southwestern Power Administration was included in the LOLE study and modeled as a separate area since they are 

required to maintain a 9.89% planning reserve margin per the SPP Criteria. 
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SPRM City Utilities of Springfield, MO 

SPS  Southwestern Public Service Company 

SUNC  Sunflower Electric Cooperative 

WAPA - UMZ8 Western Area Power Administration - Upper Missouri Zone 

Westar Westar Energy (includes Midwest Energy) 

WFEC  Western Farmers Electric Cooperative 

 

 
Figure 1: Geographical locations of the areas modeled in the LOLE study 

3.2. BASE MODELS AND TOPOLOGY 

A nodal representation of transmission, load, and generation was modeled for all areas.  

Transmission elements 100 kV and above were monitored to not exceed their normal rating 

limits. The 2018 Integrated Transmission Planning Near-Term (ITPNT)9 summer peak models 

for the 2019 and 2022 study years were used to represent SPP system topology.  The 

transmission assumptions for the summer peak were applied in all hours in the LOLE simulation. 

3.3. HOURLY LOAD SHAPES AND FORECASTED PEAK DEMAND 

A projected 8,760 hourly demand profile was modeled to provide load variability and volatility 

for chronological hours during simulation. Ten historical load years (2007 – 2016) were 

                                                 
8 Only the eastern interconnect portion of the WAPA-UMZ area was considered in the analysis. 
9 Additional information on the 2018 ITPNT process and results can be found in the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan 

Report: https://www.spp.org/Documents/56611/2018_SPP_Transmission_Expansion_Plan_Report.pdf 

 

https://www.spp.org/Documents/56611/2018_SPP_Transmission_Expansion_Plan_Report.pdf
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compared and weighted against each other to determine a typical weather year for simulation. 

Hourly load curves were obtained through SPP operations department. Hourly values missing in 

the data were substituted by using Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 714 data.  

To compare the profiles to one another, the hourly load shapes were represented as a percentage 

of that year’s peak value, i.e. each hour of the profile was divided by the yearly peak value. After 

extensive analysis and discussion, the SAWG decided to use 2014 historical hourly load profiles. 

A typical weather year was selected to not overestimate the amount of summer peak hours at risk 

for firm load loss. The probabilistic occurrence of all ten weather years are incorporated in the 

load forecast uncertainty factors. (As the number of occurrences closest to the peak hour 

increases, the probability for multiple loss of load events per year increases as well.) Figure 2 

shows the load duration curves for the ten years focused on yearly peak hours, which has a 

higher probability for a loss of load event than all other hours throughout each year. 

 
Figure 2: Historical load duration curves for years 2007 to 2016 

3.4. TRADITIONAL DISPATCHABLE GENERATION  

The generation data included in the models consist of the following: Capacity resource capability 

information from the RAW submissions, Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EFOR) information 

from NERC GADS data, outage duration and heat rate information from current data used in the 

economic transmission planning process and maintenance schedule information from historical 

planned outages submitted through the SPP Control Room Operations Window (CROW) 
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database. Future planned generation had to be under construction or have a signed generation 

interconnection agreement to be included in the analysis. 

3.4.1. RATINGS 

The maximum capacity ratings submitted in the 2017 RAW submissions were modeled and 

are based on SPP member’s summer seasonal capability testing10. The table below shows the 

amount of installed capacity by fuel type for each study year. 

Table 6: Installed thermal and hydro capacity by fuel type 

Installed Capacity  Unit 2019 2022 

Difference 

[2022-2019] 

   Biomass MW 84 84 0 

   Coal MW 24,973 24,870 -103 

   Hydro and Pump Storage MW 5,277 5,227 -50 

   Natural Gas MW 30,955 30,458 -497 

   Nuclear MW 2,135 2,135 0 

   Other MW 59 59 0 

   Petroleum MW 2,109 2,109 0 

Total MW 65,592 64,942 -650 

 

3.4.2. FORCED OUTAGE MODELING 

SPP worked with Astrapé Consulting to develop Demand Equivalent Forced Outage Rate 

(EFORd) values calculated from five years of actual historical outages (January 2012 to 

December 2016) using NERC GADS data. Each outage event in the data was classified as 

one of the following event types11: D1, D2, D3, D4, MO, PD, PO, RS, SF, U1, U2, or U3. 

Duration and number of events for the five-year period were summed by event type for each 

unit. EFORd values were calculated using the formulas below.  

𝐸𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐷 =  
(𝐹𝑂𝐻𝐷 +  𝐸𝐹𝐷𝐻𝐷)

(𝑆𝐻 +  𝐹𝑂𝐻𝐷)
∗ 100% 

Table 7: Variables used in calculating EFORd values 

Variable Description 

FOH Forced outage hours 

Sum of all hours during forced outages (U1, U2, and U3) and 

startup failures (SF) 

𝐹𝑂𝐻 =  𝑆𝐹 + 𝑈1 + 𝑈2 + 𝑈3 

                                                 
10The capability testing procedure and requirements are described in SPP Planning Criteria section 7.1: 

https://www.spp.org/documents/33003/spp%20effective%20planning%20criteria_v1.4_10092017.pdf 
11 Additional information on event types can be found in the NERC GADS data reporting instruction document: 

https://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/gads/DataReportingInstructions/2018%20GADS%20Data%20Reporting%20Instructio

ns.pdf 

https://www.spp.org/documents/33003/spp%20effective%20planning%20criteria_v1.4_10092017.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/gads/DataReportingInstructions/2018%20GADS%20Data%20Reporting%20Instructions.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/gads/DataReportingInstructions/2018%20GADS%20Data%20Reporting%20Instructions.pdf
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# of FOH 

Occurrences 

Number of times a U1, U2, U3, or SF event occurred 

r Average forced outage duration 

𝑟 =  
𝐹𝑂𝐻

(# 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑂𝐻 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠)
 

SH Sum of all service hours 

AH Available hours 

𝐴𝐻 = 𝑆𝐻 + 𝑅𝑆𝐻 

RSH Reserve shutdown (RS) hours 

# of Start 

Attempts 

Sum of number of times the unit had startup failure (SF) events and 

the number of times the unit went from inactive to active 

T Average reserve shutdown time 

𝑇 =  
𝑅𝑆𝐻

(# 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑠)
 

# of Actual Starts Number of times the unit went from inactive to active 

D Average demand time 

𝐷 =  
𝑆𝐻

(# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠)
 

fp 
𝑓𝑝 =  

𝑆𝐻

𝐴𝐻
 

EFDH Equivalent Forced De-rated Hours 

Each individual forced de-rate (D1, D2, and D3 events) are 

transformed into equivalent full outage hours. The equivalent hours 

of all the events are then summed 

𝐸𝐹𝐷𝐻 =  
(𝐷𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

(𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)
 

EFDHD Equivalent forced de-rate hours demand 

𝐸𝐹𝐷𝐻𝐷 =  𝑓𝑝 ∗ 𝐸𝐹𝐷𝐻 

f Demand factor f 

𝑓 =  
(

1
𝑟 +

1
𝑇)

(
1
𝑟 +

1
𝑇 +

1
𝐷)

 

FOHD Number of hours a unit was in a U1, U2, U3, or SF and the unit 

would have operated had it been available 

𝐹𝑂𝐻𝐷 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐹𝑂𝐻 

 

The EFORd values were calculated for each unit and modeled in the GridViewTM software. 

EFORd values from the fuel type averages across the SPP region were assigned to units that 

did not have historical outage data, which was approximately 10% of the thermal and hydro 

capacity mix used in the simulation. Table 8 shows the class average EFORd values by fuel 

type and size of thermal and hydro resources. The SPP system weighted average is 8.3%. 
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    Table 8: Average forced outages values by unit size and fuel type 

EFORd (%): Fuel Type 

Vs Size (MW)  0-20 21-50 51-100 101-200  201-400  401-600 601+ 

   Biomass 11.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

   Coal 9.8 7.1 8.0 6.8 7.8 9.3 9.8 

   Hydro/Pump Storage 3.8 6.9 2.5 2.6 -- -- -- 

   Natural Gas 8.9 9.1 10.0 5.4 4.7 13.9 -- 

   Nuclear -- -- -- -- -- -- 4.7 

   Other 13.7 -- -- -- -- -- -- 

   Petroleum 14.7 26.4 22.5 -- -- -- -- 

 

3.4.3. PLANNED OUTAGE MODELING 

Planned outages for thermal and hydro units were modeled using the scheduled maintenance 

function in GridViewTM by switching the status of each unit to “off-line” for a specified 

period of time based on start time, end time, and duration.  Once the outage duration elapsed, 

the unit was placed back online in the model.  The maintenance seasons and average outage 

durations were sourced from the CROW database, which SPP members use to plan 

maintenance outages, and Ventyx data used in the economic model building process.   For 

generators that did not have designated planned outages, the same maintenance season and 

duration were assigned to the generators based on size and fuel type. Nuclear units have a 

fixed maintenance schedule, which was pulled from historical maintenance outage data and 

modeled for each of the study years. The modeled summer season was defined as June 15 to 

September 15 in GridViewTM. The summer season establishes a timeframe where all 

generation will be available, except for generation on forced outage, i.e. no planned 

maintenance outages will be taken. Maintenance outage timeframes and durations will vary 

from iteration to iteration in order to consider an array of probabilistic occurrences for each 

resource.  

3.4.4. BEHIND-THE-METER GENERATION 

If behind-the-meter generation is submitted as a resource in the transmission planning model 

build and the 2017 RAW submissions then that generation was modeled as a resource in the 

LOLE study. For resources submitted in the RAW submissions but not modeled in the 

transmission planning models, the generation was netted and modeled with customer load. 

Table 9 shows the summer capability amount of behind-the-meter (BTM) generation 

submitted in the RAW and how it is considered in the LOLE study. 
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Table 9: Behind-the-meter generation values applied to the LOLE study 

BTM generation represented as a resource in the transmission 

planning models, RAW submissions, and LOLE study 

3,489 MW12 

BTM generation represented as a resource in the RAW submissions 

but not in the transmission planning models (load reduction for 

LOLE study) 

532 MW 

BTM generation represented as a load reduction in the RAW 

submissions (load reduction for LOLE study) 

161 MW 

3.5. WIND AND SOLAR RESOURCES 

The LOLE study included wind resources currently installed, under construction, or that have a 

signed interconnection agreement. The total wind nameplate capacity was 19,339 MW for study 

years 2019 and 2022, which is a 5,785 MW increase from 13,554 MW for study year 2022 in the 

2015 SPP LOLE study13. The map shown in Figure 3 shows the geographically diverse locations 

of wind resources within the SPP region that are in current commercial operation, which totals 

18,329 MW as of April 1, 2018. 1,010 MW of additional nameplate capacity is modeled for both 

simulation years in the LOLE study than what is currently installed. 

                                                 
12 Two thousand and eighty-five (2,085) MW are from co-generation facilities.  
13 2015 LOLE Study Report: 

https://www.spp.org/documents/37877/2015%20reserve%20margin%20lole%20report_final.docx  

https://www.spp.org/documents/37877/2015%20reserve%20margin%20lole%20report_final.docx
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Figure 3: Current installed wind capacity in the SPP region 

Seven historical wind years (2010 – 2016) were compared and weighted against each other to 

determine a typical weather year for simulation. To compare each year to the others, the hourly 

wind profiles were represented as a percentage of total installed wind capacity. Hourly wind 

profiles were obtained through SPP operations department and represented wind generation on 

the SPP footprint as a whole, i.e. one aggregated wind profile was used for the analysis.  

Table 10 and Table 11 represent the analysis performed when determining a typical wind year to 

model in the LOLE study.  Table 10 shows the deviated capacity factor from the median capacity 

factor for each year by analyzing wind generation on summer peak hours (here defined as12 PM 

to 7PM for all days in the months of July and August). The values are represented as the 5th, 10th, 

and 15th percentiles of summer peak load hours containing the lowest wind generation output 

(MW). Positive values reflect a higher wind output, negative values reflect a lower wind output 

compared to the median year’s capacity value. Zero represents the value of the median year 

netted against itself. Table 11 shows the ranking of each percentile from one to seven with one 

being the year with the lowest wind production and seven being the year having the highest wind 

production of all seven years. Wind years 2010 and 2014 demonstrated having the typical 

representation of wind generation when compared against the other years.  

18,329 MW of 

Installed Nameplate 

Capacity as of 

4/1/2018 
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Table 10: Deviation from the median capacity factor 

Deviation from the median capacity factor (MW) 

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Min Capacity Factor 0 -171 -114 -42 9 94 52 

<= 5% of hours, Capacity 

Factor 0 -219 -238 19 0 288 313 

<= 10% of hours, 

Capacity Factor 0 -293 -375 151 -60 390 648 

<= 15% of hours, 

Capacity Factor 0 -383 -592 204 -192 416 876 

 

Table 11: Ranking wind years based on generation output for summer on-peak hours 

Ranking of years from highest to lowest based on generation output for summer on-peak 

hours 

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Min Capacity Factor 4 1 2 3 5 7 6 

<= 5% Capacity Factor 4 2 1 5 4 6 7 

<= 10% Capacity Factor 4 2 1 5 3 6 7 

<= 15% Capacity Factor 4 2 1 5 3 6 7 

 

After extensive analysis and discussion, SPP Staff and the SAWG decided to use 2014 historical 

wind profiles because it represented a typical weather year for wind and it was the same year as 

the load profiles. After determining the appropriate year to use, actual 8,760 hourly profiles were 

modeled for each wind facility to provide load variability and volatility during simulation. Wind 

facilities that did not have actual data were assigned profiles from near-by wind facilities within 

a fifty- mile radius and scaled to the respective nameplate amounts. 

Table 12 reflects the summation of each area’s non-coincident peak hour wind values during 

simulations, the accredited capacity values from the RAW submissions, and the installed 

nameplate wind capacity for each study year. The accredited amount for wind was applied to 

each area’s load adjustment calculation when determining the testing reserve margin.   
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     Table 12: Wind and solar capacities applied to the 2017 LOLE Study 

  2019 Study  2022 Study 

Fuel type Solar Wind Solar Wind 

Installed capacity (MW)14 215 19,339 215 19,339 

Accredited capacity (MW)15 194 1,503 194 1,533 

Summation of simulated capacity on each modeled 

area’s peak load hour 
141 4,059 141 4,059 

3.6. MONITORED CONSTRAINTS AND ELEMENTS 

All internal and crossing interfaces along with SPP flowgates for the LOLE study years were 

implemented using the 2017 SPP Operation’s Book of Flowgates and known operational 

guideline procedures that have an effect on interface or transmission limitations. Interfaces are 

key groups of transmission lines that are observed as one group between external regions or 

internal areas. The monitored elements were kept to a minimal amount in order to reduce run-

time. The number for each element within both studies is listed in Table 13. SPP operating 

guides structured around resources or demand were incorporated into the study due to possible 

impact on the loss of load probability. 

Table 13: Monitored interface and contingency totals for the LOLE study 

Element 2019 Study 2022 Study 

Monitored Contingencies 199 199 

Monitored Branches either crossing or internal to SPP (100 kV 

and above) 

4,252 4,291 

Monitored Interfaces within SPP16 6 6 

Branches included in Interfaces within SPP 37 38 

Monitored Interfaces connecting SPP to any external region17 3 3 

Branches included in Interfaces connecting SPP to any external 

region 

28 28 

3.7. DC TIES 

Direct Current (DC) ties were modeled as hourly generators at the point of interconnection to 

SPP. The amount for each DC tie was derived by using the same method outlined for 

Interregional transactions. The Modeling Development Working Group (MDWG) submittal 

workbook contains transaction amounts for the contracted capacity amount and the firm 

transmission reservation amounts across each DC tie. These values were verified against the SPP 

                                                 
14 Includes all wind resources in SPP BA Area 
15 Only includes wind resources with firm transmission service that have accredited capacity through the SPP renewable 

accreditation methodology outlined in section 7.5.1.3 in the SPP Planning Criteria: 

https://www.spp.org/documents/33003/spp%20effective%20planning%20criteria_v1.4_10092017.pdf  
16 The internal interface list includes the SPS to SPP ties for limitation purposes pertaining to generation outage factors 

as well as other monitored interfaces concerning voltage stability limits when specific generation is not available. 
17 The external regions included in the crossing interface list consist of Midcontinent Independent System Operator 

(MISO) and Associated Electric Cooperative Incorporated (AECI). 

https://www.spp.org/documents/33003/spp%20effective%20planning%20criteria_v1.4_10092017.pdf
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Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) database and the DC tie limitations used 

in the Integrated Transmission Planning process. Table 14 shows the contracted capacity and 

firm service reservation amounts applied to each DC tie for the LOLE study. The net value was 

determined by subtracting the export amount from the import amount, i.e. positive values reflect 

an import of capacity SPP and negative values reflect an export of capacity from SPP. Each DC 

tie was modeled as a thermal generator with no forced outage rate where the contracted capacity 

amount was the minimum amount and the firm transmission service was the maximum amount 

used on an as needed basis for reliability for simulations. Figure 4 shows the location of the DC 

ties and their associated capacities. 

Table 14: DC tie amounts used in the LOLE analysis 

DC Tie 
Contracted Capacity 

(MW) 

Firm Transmission Service 

Reservation (MW) 

Blackwater 0 0 

Eddy County 0 0 

Welsh -600 -600 

Oklaunion 180 400 

Lamar 101 210 

Miles City 45 45 

Rapid City 264 264 

Sidney 20 86 

Stegall 110 110 

Total 120 515 
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Figure 4: Location and size of the DC ties in or near the SPP footprint 

3.8. INTERREGIONAL TRANSACTIONS 

All interregional capacity sales and purchases were firm transactions obtained through the 2017 

RAW submissions. The net transaction amount was calculated by subtracting the export planning 

capacity amount from the import firm transmission reservation amount for each area. Firm 

Power transactions were treated as capacity transactions with an additional amount of capacity 

for the area’s applicable planning reserve margin. For example, an external Firm Power purchase 

of 100 MW would be represented as a capacity purchase, i.e. import of capacity, for 112 MW 

(100 + 100*12%). Once the transaction amounts were obtained, they were modeled as generators 

external to the SPP footprint with no forced outage rates applied to the generators. If the net 

amount was negative (exporting from SPP), a negative generator with a set hourly dispatch for 

the net amount was assigned to the external area’s swing bus, obtained through PSS®E data, and 

committed to the internal area within the SPP footprint. In the example shown below, if an area 

within SPP, Area A, is planning on a net transaction amount to an external area, Area B, for 50 

MW then a negative generator would be placed in Area B and committed to Area A for each 

hour of the year at -50 MW (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: Example of an interregional export transaction 

If the net amount was positive (importing to SPP), a thermal generator was modeled on the 

external area’s swing bus and committed to the area within the SPP footprint planning for the 

capacity.  The minimum capacity was set to zero MW and the max capacity was set to the net 

transaction value. If the planning capacity amount for the summer season was less than the firm 

transmission reservation of the transaction, then it was given an additional capacity amount for 

dispatch purposes. For example, if there is a capacity contract for 50 MW from an external area 

outside the SPP footprint committed to an area within SPP but there is a 100 MW firm 

transmission reservation amount for the transaction, then both values will be honored. A price 

curve will be established for the generator with the minimum capacity set to zero, the next 

capacity step set to 50 MW, and the max capacity set to 100 MW. However, the pricing will be 

doubled for the max capacity amount, 100 MW, when compared to the second capacity amount, 

50 MW (Figure 6), to dispatch internal capacity within the SPP footprint prior to relying upon 

external resources for capacity needs. 

 
Figure 6: Example of an interregional import transaction  

The net transaction amounts from external regions incorporated in the LOLE analysis are given 

in Table 15. 
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Table 15: Net Interregional transaction value modeled in the LOLE analysis 

Region 
2019 Net External 

Transactions (MW) 

2022 Net External 

Transactions (MW) 

SPP 847 747 

3.9. DEMAND RESPONSE 

SPP has controllable and dispatchable capacity demand.  In areas that reported controllable-

capacity demand, equivalent thermal units were added to the model with assumed high fuel costs 

so those units would be dispatched last to reflect demand-response operating scenarios to prevent 

loss of load events. Table 16 shows the SPP aggregated amount of demand response modeled in 

the LOLE study. 

Table 16: Demand response values modeled in the LOLE study 

Region 
2019 Demand 

Response (MW) 

2022 Demand 

Response (MW) 

SPP 736 725 

3.10. LOAD FORECAST UNCERTAINTY  

3.10.1. METHOD 

GridViewTM allows for two options in dealing with load uncertainty: 1) user defined 

uncertainty pattern, and 2) probability distribution. For this study, a user-defined uncertainty 

pattern and a probability distribution were both used to add uncertainty to the load values. A 

different load uncertainty was created for each area within SPP. 

3.10.2. UNCERTAINTY COMPONENT 

A load model was used to define the peak-load multipliers used to modify forecasted loads.  

Daily peak values were selected and regressed against historical peak temperatures from 

2007-2016.  Microsoft Excel was used to analyze the probability distributions of 

temperatures observed at key weather stations throughout the SPP footprint.  The load model 

increased load as the winter temperatures decreased and as the shoulder and summer 

temperatures increased.  A forecast was then created for both study years.  Based on the 

derived forecasts, multipliers were calculated and populated in a user defined uncertainty 

pattern for each area.  The user-defined uncertainty pattern allows users to provide seven 

monthly load patterns.  Each area has a different value for each month multiplied by seven 

probabilities (84 values). GridViewTM randomly selects the load pattern at the beginning of 

the simulation hour, and applies it for each simulation. The random load uncertainty allows 

for unexpected increases of load added to the adjusted peak demand for each area to analyze 

the criteria of one day in ten years at the testing reserve margin. 
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3.10.3. INCORPORATING THE PROBABILITY 

The randomly selected load multipliers were determined from a uniform distribution and 

selecting one of seven possible multipliers.  The probability of occurrence for load 

multipliers decreased as the multiplier for load increased (e.g., Set 1 is 50% likely, Set 2 is 

19% likely, Set 7 is 0.6% likely).  No multipliers decreased the load values in this study for 

reliability considerations of load increases. Multiplier Set 1 was the base case multiplier, and 

effectively multiplies all loads by 1.  Sets 2–7 were intended to proportionally increase loads 

up to extreme peaks within SPP. Figure 7 is an example of one area’s load incremental 

matrix and  Figure 8 shows the occurring probability of each load increase pattern. 

 

 
Figure 7: Example load probability matrix for one area 

 
  Figure 8: The occurrence probability for each multiplier 

3.10.4. CONSIDERATION FOR VARIABILITY OF UNCERTAINTY  

The load-uncertainty probability took into consideration stochastic temperatures within the 

different areas, in addition to recognizing the structural effects that holidays, weekends, 

seasons, and previous hour’s load have on load expectations.  Other sources of uncertainty 

reasonably independent of temperature were considered sufficiently small in magnitude and 

not necessary at this time to model independently.  A random error term was created to 

incorporate variability that could occur from uncertainty types such as economic 

industrial/commercial health and dew point. 
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3.11. OTHER KEY STUDY ASSUMPTIONS  

3.11.1. SIMULATION PERIOD 

Each study year (2019 and 2022) included all hours from January 1st to December 31st. The 

LOLE calculation considers all hours of the year for the probability of loss of load. 

3.11.2. SUMMER SEASON  

The defined summer timeframe was June 1st through September 30th. This timeframe was 

established from the assumption there were no maintenance outages in the summer 

timeframe and it aligned with the summer planning season. 

3.11.3. BRANCH AND LOAD PENALTIES 

The load-shed penalty was set to $2000/MWh and the branch overload penalty was 

$6000/MWh. With the branch overload penalty higher than the load shed penalty, the 

software sheds load before violating any transmission limits rated at 100 kV and above. 

3.11.4. OPERATING RESERVES 

All of SPP’s operating reserves were assumed available during simulation to avoid load shed.   

3.11.5. REGIONAL DISPATCH 

Generation was dispatched using a Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) 

algorithm based upon the SPP BA Area.  

3.11.6. EXTERNAL NON-FIRM ASSISTANCE 

No external assistance in excess of contracted capacity was modeled in the LOLE Study, 

except for the additional 395 MW of firm transmission service capacity reservations across 

the DC ties. 

3.11.7. AREA DEMAND ADJUSTMENT  

Demand was manually calculated and adjusted on an area basis to ensure all areas were being 

tested at the studied reserve margin by comparing each area’s peak demand with their 

associated installed committed capacity, which is consistent with the methodology applied in 

the 2015 LOLE Study. The load adjustments were applied to scalable load points within the 

SPP footprint that were derived from the ITPNT model and applied to loads modeled in the 

LOLE study. Table 17 shows an example calculation for a modeled area. The calculated 

summer season peak testing demand for each area was applied to the area’s summer season 

peak demand hour and the incremental increase percentage of the peak hour demand was 

applied to all hours in the load shapes. For example, if the original peak hour demand is 100 

MW and the peak hour testing demand is 150 MW at 12.0% studies reserve margin, the 
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incremental increase percentage would be 50% [(150-100)/100]. The 50% incremental 

increase would be applied to all hours of the area’s load shape. 

Table 17: Applied testing demand calculation example 

Data Category 2019  (MW) 2022 (MW) Formula 

Installed Committed Capacity  200 180 [A]  

Studied Reserve Margin  12.0% 12.0% [X] 

Peak Hour Testing Demand  179 161 [B] = [A / (1+X)] 

 

The total installed committed capacity calculation for each area included: 

1. SPP Intraregional transactions  

a. Not modeled for simulation, but included in the studied reserve margin 

calculation 

2. Net capability of thermal, hydro, pump storage, and other fuel types  

a. Modeled as resources for simulation 

3. Wind and solar generation at the time of the area’s peak load 

a. Modeled as resources for simulation 

4. SPP Interregional and DC tie transactions 

a. Modeled as resources for simulation 

b. Net amount is determined by subtracting the planning export amount by the 

full firm import reservation amount for each area. 

5. Total demand response 

a. Modeled as high cost resources for simulation 

The total committed capacity and studied non-coincident summer season peak demand for 

each modeled area at their respective testing reserve margins are shown in Table 18 for the 

both study years. Areas EDE, UMZ, and WFEC are winter peaking areas based on 2014 

historical load shapes, which would cause a lower testing reserve margin in the winter season 

during simulations.  

Table 18: The adjusted peak demand values associated with the studied reserve margins 

                                                 
18 The Resource Adequacy non-coincident summer peak demand for 2019 was 53,158 MW and 53,837 MW for 2022. 

Area 

Testing 

Reserve 

Margin (%) 

Committed 

Capacity 

(MW) 

Studied Non-

Coincident Peak 

Demand18 (MW) 

Committed 

Capacity 

(MW) 

Studied Non-

Coincident Peak 

Demand  (MW) 

Study Year 2019, 2022 2019 2019 2022 2022 

AEP 12.00% 13,174 11,763 12,781 11,412 

EDE 12.00% 1,477 1,319 1,467 1,310 

GRDA 12.00% 1,672 1,493 1,672 1,493 

INDN 12.00% 448 400 448 400 

KACY 12.00% 903 806 903 806 

KCPL 12.00% 6,474 5,780 6,802 6,073 

LES 12.00% 1,040 929 1,075 960 
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19 SPA was tested at 9.89% planning reserve margin since the generation mix is over 75% hydro-based resources. 
20 UMZ area takes into consideration the 9.89% planning reserve margin requirement for Western Area Power 

Administration – Upper Great Plains since their generation mix is over 75% hydro-based resources. 

NPPD 12.00% 4,891 4,367 4,806 4,291 

OGE 12.00% 8,280 7,393 8,230 7,348 

OPPD 12.00% 2,975 2,656 2,848 2,543 

SPRM 12.00% 885 790 915 817 

SPS 12.00% 7,925 7,076 7,547 6,738 

SUNC 12.00% 1,388 1,239 1,352 1,207 

SPA19 9.89% 643 585 643 585 

UMZ20 11.67% 6,161 5,517 6,155 5,512 

Westar 12.00% 8,453 7,547 8,011 7,153 

WFEC 12.00% 2,085 1,862 2,488 2,221 
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4. MODEL SIMULATION 

4.1. MARKET ANALYSIS APPROACH 

The GridViewTM software solves each hour using a SCED algorithm, which is similar to the SPP 

Integrated Marketplace. The setting in GridViewTM for committing resources was set to a “Commit 

All” status for all generation within the SPP BA Area. This setting was based on the assumption that 

all capacity in the SPP footprint was available for dispatch if it was not on maintenance outage, on 

forced outage, retired, or unavailable firm service capacity committed to serving an external area 

outside the SPP footprint. The analysis was performed simulating a regional dispatch as the software 

solves for the least cost generation to serve all load. (A detailed software description is given in 

Appendix A: GridViewTM Software Description.) 

4.2. MONTE-CARLO ALGORITHM 

SPP conducted the GridViewTM Monte Carlo simulation at 4,000 or more trials, in which each trial 

accounts for variations in random forced outages and load forecast uncertainty. Each trial 

represented a single 8760-hour simulation. GridViewTM calculates a standard error to determine 

whether more simulation trials are needed. The standard error recommended to reach a considerable 

probability convergence to prevent excessive time for trial simulation is 10% or less.  

The standard error calculation is a measure of the statistical accuracy or variability of an estimate, 

which is equal to the standard deviation of the distribution of sample means while taking into 

consideration the amount of trials in the data set. The equation and the respective variables for the 

standard error relating to the variation of the sampling set for LOLE used in GridViewTM is shown in 

the following example.  

Standard Deviation σ 0.2645 

Number of yearly trials in the data set N 150 

Average or Mean of the data set Xbar 0.06 days per year 

GridViewTM Standard Error Formula [σ/√N]/Xbar 0.360 

 

Number of LOLE days (summation of the days within the simulations) = 9 days21 

LOLE days/year (Xbar) = 9/150 = 0.06 days/year = 0.60 days per 10 years 

Standard Error of the LOLE results = [σ/√N]/Xbar = [0.2645/√150]/0.06 = 0.360 

                                                 
21 1 simulation has 2 days LOLE, 7 simulations have 1 day LOLE, 142 simulations have 0 days LOLE 
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4.3. REGIONAL SECURITY CONSTRAINED ECONOMIC DISPATCH 

The map in Figure 9 shows the dispatching boundary of the SPP BA Area for the LOLE study.  The 

GridViewTM software dispatches generation on an hour by hour basis by balancing load and 

generation taking into account localized constraints, generation outages, and increased load forecast 

uncertainty22.  

 
Figure 9: Regional map indicating the dispatch boundary for the LOLE analysis 

                                                 
22 Only the eastern interconnect portions were included for simulation purposes, i.e. all facilities east of the DC ties. 
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5. SPP LOLE STUDY RESULTS 

The LOLE calculation considers all hours of the year for any occurrence of loss of load. Per the 

SPP Planning Criteria, generation reliability assessments examine the regional ability to maintain 

a LOLE standard of one day in 10 years (0.1 day/year). All results of the 2017 LOLE study are 

given in days per year to compare against the reliability threshold of one day in ten years. The 

results are then represented by the non-coincident testing reserve margins of each analysis. 

5.1. BASE-CASE RESULTS 

All RAW submissions aggregated to a study area level exhibited a reserve margin above 12.0% 

for the years studied in the LOLE analysis. The non-coincident peak demand values were then 

adjusted for each area based upon their respective expected planning capacity. An increase in 

peak demand resulted in a lower testing reserve margin and was assigned to each area for the 

trial simulations. Based upon the submitted RAW planning values for load, energy, generation, 

and the assumptions established for the analysis, the GridViewTM software was able to calculate 

a loss of load expectation amount for the studied reserve margin values. The values in Figure 10 

reflect the simulation results for study years 2019 and 2022 at the 12.0% non-coincident testing 

reserve margin. The results for both study years resulted in an LOLE value less than one day in 

ten years. 

 
Figure 10: Base-case results at 12% non-coincident testing reserve margin 
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5.2. LOW WIND SENSITIVITY RESULTS 

A wind sensitivity analysis was performed to replicate a low wind production situation on 

summer peak hours. Using the same methodology described in Section 3.5 that determines the 

use of the 2014 wind shapes in the base-case analysis, year 2012 was used for the sensitivity due 

to the lowest wind production compared against all years (2010 to 2016). The average amount of 

wind production was 26% of nameplate capacity for year 2014 and 22% for year 2012 when 

analyzing the on-peak hours (12 PM to 7 PM) hours of July and August for the SPP region. All 

other study assumptions remained the same as the base-case analysis. The values in Figure 11 

reflect the simulation results for study years 2019 and 2022 at the 12.0% non-coincident testing 

reserve margin. The results for both study years resulted in a higher LOLE value than the base-

case but still less than one day in ten years.  

 

 
Figure 11: Wind sensitivity results at 12% non-coincident testing reserve margin 

5.3. COINCIDENT PEAK DEMAND ADJUSTMENT SENSITIVITY RESULTS 

A coincident peak (SPP) demand adjustment sensitivity analysis was performed to analyze the 

impact of applying the scaling of peak demand on SPP’s peak hour vs each area’s peak hour to 

establish the testing reserve margin. This sensitivity addresses a potential drawback of the base 

case analysis – in that this sensitivity analysis allows each area’s hourly load profile to be scaled 

at an equal percentage across the SPP footprint instead of scaling each area to the testing reserve 

margin. In the base-case analysis, some areas were scaled up as much as two times as their 

projected 2019 or 2022 peak demands.  

Table 19 shows the base case and coincident peak demand adjustments for each area applied to 

the study year 2019.  Based on the diversity of the 2014 load shapes used for the study, the 
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12.0% non-coincident peak testing reserve margin is equivalent to a 16.0% coincident peak 

reserve margin.   

To perform the Coincident Peak Demand adjustment, each area was adjusted to its respective 

12.0% (or 9.89%) non-coincident testing reserve margins and each area’s load shapes were 

combined into one SPP load shape with an approximate one hour peak demand of 59,350 MW 

(Summation of values in column “D” of Table 19). Utilizing the committed capacity (68,874 

MW) from the study to the peak hour demand in the SPP’s load shape (59,350 MW), the 

coincident testing reserve margin was determined to be 16.0% (i.e. calculated by applying 

68,874 MW of total committed capacity from the study year 2019 to the SPP peak hour demand 

of 59,350 MW derived from the aggregation of each area’s load shape at the testing reserve 

margin).  

To determine the Coincident Peak load amounts for each area, the 59,350MW SPP total was then 

divided by the SPP forecast 2019 coincident peak (51,519MW – summation of column “B” in 

Table 19) to determine a scaling factor for all areas of 15.2% (far right column of Table 19).    
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Table 19: Coincident vs non-coincident demand adjustment values 

 Base-case Demand Adjustment (Sets each 

area's summer peak hour to the non-

coincident testing reserve margin of 12.0%) 

Coincident Demand 

Adjustment Sensitivity 

(Sets SPP peak hour to the 

coincident testing reserve 

margin of 16.0%) 

Area 2019 

Projected 

Summer 

Peak 

Demand 

(NCP) [A] 

2019 

Projected 

Summer 

Peak 

Demand 

(CP) [B]  

Projected 

Summer 

Peak 

Demand at 

Testing 

PRM 

(NCP) [C] 

Incremental 

Peak Demand 

Amount from 

2019 

Projected Peak 

Demand  [(B-

A)/A] 

Projected 

Demand for SPP 

Coincident Peak 

at Testing PRM 

(CP) [D] 

=[C*[B/A] 

Peak 

Demand 

Scale 

factor 

(59,350 / 

51,519) 

Projected 

Demand for 

SPP Coincident 

Peak at Testing 

PRM (CP) 

[B*1.152] 

AEP 10,150 9,884 11,763 15.9% 11,454 15.2% 11,386 

EDE 1,131 1,077 1,319 16.6% 1,256 15.2% 1,240 

GRDA 1,097 1,063 1,493 36.1% 1,448 15.2% 1,224 

INDN 309 282 400 29.4% 366 15.2% 325 

KACY 494 472 806 63.2% 771 15.2% 544 

KCPL 5,494 5,350 5,780 5.2% 5,630 15.2% 6,163 

LES 764 649 929 21.6% 789 15.2% 747 

NPPD 3,451 3,199 4,367 26.5% 4,049 15.2% 3,686 

OGE 7,016 6,832 7,393 5.4% 7,200 15.2% 7,870 

OPPD 2,620 2,436 2,656 1.4% 2,471 15.2% 2,807 

SPRM 770 737 790 2.6% 757 15.2% 849 

SPS 5,643 5,564 7,076 25.4% 6,978 15.2% 6,410 

SUNC 1,170 1,162 1,239 5.9% 1,231 15.2% 1,339 

SPA 203 170 585 188.5% 489 15.2% 195 

UMZ 4,281 4,205 5,517 28.9% 5,420 15.2% 4,844 

Westar 7,036 6,777 7,547 7.3% 7,270 15.2% 7,807 

WFEC 1,691 1,653 1,862 10.1% 1,821 15.2% 1,905 

SPP 

Total 

53,320 51,519 61,522 n/a 59,350 15.2% 59,350 

 

All other study assumptions remained the same as the base-case analysis. The values in Figure 

12 reflect the coincident peak demand adjustment sensitivity results for study years 2019 and 

2022. The results for both study years resulted in a lower LOLE value than the base-case and still 

less than one day in ten years. The LOLE analysis at other testing reserve margins was 

performed using the SERVM software, which is described in Section 5.4 SERVM Analysis 

Results. 
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Figure 12: Coincident demand adjustment results at 16.0% coincident testing reserve margin 

5.4. SERVM ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Astrapé Consulting performed a benchmark analysis by using the SERVM software to compare 

simulation results to GridViewTM. The analysis was recommended by staff and approved by the 

SAWG in order to research LOLE software that could be used to improve the SPP LOLE study. The 

assumptions modeled in SERVM were consistent with the input and modeling parameters 

incorporated in GridViewTM in order to compare the results. Details of the assumptions are outlined 

in Appendix B: SERVM Benchmark Study. Astrapé Consulting analyzed study year 2019 to 

benchmark the metric output of the SERVM software with the results of the base-case and 

coincident peak demand adjustment sensitivity shown in Table 20.  

 Table 20: SERVM benchmark results 

Study (Year 2019) Base-case Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment 

Software GridViewTM SERVM GridViewTM SERVM 

LOLE (Days per 10 years) 0.59 0.40 0.26 0.30 

 

After determining the results were comparable with no major discrepancies, the base-case and 

coincident peak demand adjustment sensitivity were performed at additional testing reserve margins 

using the SERVM software to determine the reserve margin at the one day in ten year threshold for 

the base case and coincident sensitivity. Performing the analysis in SERVM takes two days of 

simulation time compared to sixty (60) days or more of simulation time using GridViewTM. The 

results for study years 2019 and 2022 are shown in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13: SERVM analysis results for base-case and demand adjustment sensitivity case 

A transmission limitation (removal) sensitivity was also performed in SERVM. This analysis 

removes the transmission limitations between each area and models SPP as one area instead of SPP 

broken into multiple areas with transmission limits between the areas. The results give a minimum 

planning reserve SPP can endure while maintaining a reliability of one day in 10 years based on the 

modeled assumptions. Imposing transmission limitations, which are based on projected peak demand 

instead of the increased demand values analyzed in the LOLE study, it is possible higher loss of load 

values would be produced and could inaccurately represent the system as a whole when scaling load 

in transmission limited areas. Figure 14 shows the results for modeling SPP as a one area vs. 

modeling multiple areas with transmission limitations.  
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Figure 14: SERVM results for the transmission limits sensitivity 

Table 21 lists the non-coincident planning reserve margin for each case at the one day in ten years 

reliability threshold. 

Table 21: NCP reserve margin results at the one day in ten-year reliability threshold 

Study Year (Non-coincident reserve margin results) 2019 2022 

Base-case study 9.2% 10.8% 

Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment Sensitivity 10.0% 10.6% 

Transmission Limitation Sensitivity 8.4% 7.6% 

 

The assumptions for the next LOLE study will need to be improved through the SAWG to reflect the 

correct modeling techniques applied in SERVM software. It is recommended for an analysis to be 

performed in the 2019 LOLE study to consider multiple weather years, re-defining the modeled 

areas, improve the transmission limitation methodology, and incorporate the methodology of 

decreasing available generation to meet the testing reserve margin instead of increasing demand. 

5.5. COINCIDENT VS NON-COINCIDENT PRM 

The non-coincident reserve margins in the LOLE study can be converted to a coincident planning 

reserve margin. The non-coincident reserve margins use demand values from each modeled area 

aggregated together and does not consider the time of each area’s peak hour. For example, if Area A 

has a summer peak demand of 100 MW occur at 4 PM on July 25th and Area B has a peak demand 

of 100 MW occur at 5 PM on August 3rd, the non-coincident peak between the two areas would be 
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200 MW. However, since they do not have the same peak hour, there will be diversity between the 

two areas, which will produce a coincident peak demand less than 200 MW. The coincident peak 

demand is used in the coincident planning reserve margin, which is the hour where demand is 

highest when all areas are aggregated into one load shape. Referring to the prior example, if the 

coincident peak hour occurs at 4 PM on July 29th and the aggregated demand for the two areas is 190 

MW, then the coincident peak demand is 190 MW.  

The 12.0% NCP reserve margin was determined to be equivalent to a 16.0% CP reserve margin. To 

determine the load of each area that corresponded to the 16.0% CP reserve margin, each area was 

scaled up 15.2%. This is further discussed in Section 5.3 and shown in Table 19.    

A load multiplier was then applied to the non-coincident and coincident peak demand values to 

derive  additional PRM values in the figure below. For example, a load multiplier of 1% was added 

to the coincident peak demand of 59,397 MW (59,397 + 59,397*1% = 59,991). The demand was 

then applied to the PRM calculation using the total committed capacity ([68,874 – 59,991] / 59,991 * 

100% = 14.8%). This method was applied to the non-coincident and coincident peak demand values 

using load multipliers that ranged from -8% to +8% (i.e. 17 data points for coincident PRM and 17 

data points for non-coincident PRM values).  

Figure 15 shows a plot diagram of the 34 data points and a trend-line for the 2014 historical load 

shapes. The formula, which is derived from the linear trend-line analysis in Excel, is CP = 

1.0358*NCP + 0.0358, where CP and NCP reserve margins are both expressed in decimal 

percentages (i.e. 12% is 0.12). The inclusion of multiple weather years will change the conversion 

formula due to diversity variation from year to year.  
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Figure 15: NCP vs CP planning reserve margins in the 2017 LOLE study 

Coincident Peak reserve margins analogous to the Non-Coincident Peak values in Table 1921 were 

calculated by applying the conversion formula to the SERVM LOLE results and are shown in Table 

22.  

Table 22: CP reserve margin results at the one day in ten-year reliability threshold 

Study Year (Coincident reserve margin results) 2019 2022 

Base-case study 13.1% 14.8% 

Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment Sensitivity 13.9% 14.5% 

Transmission Limitation Sensitivity 12.3% 11.4% 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) performs Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) analysis every other year 

to determine the adequate amount of planning reserves needed to maintain a reliability metric of 

allowing loss of load for one day (or less) in ten years. The current SPP Planning Reserve Margin 

(PRM) is twelve percent (12%).  If an entity’s capacity mix is comprised of at least seventy-five 

percent (75%) hydro-based generation, then such entity’s PRM is nine point eight nine percent 

(9.89%). The results of this study reflect the assumptions and methodology approved by the Supply 

Adequacy Working Group (SAWG) in the 2017 Reserve Margin LOLE scope. All results of the 

study are reviewed by the SAWG and any deviations from the scope are approved by SAWG and 

accomplished by performing additional scenarios.     

After performing multiple iterations for each sensitivity analysis, using the GridViewTM and 

SERVM software, it was determined the current non-coincident PRM of 12.0% (9.89% for hydro-

based entities) does not exceed the threshold of one day in ten years in the study years of 2019 and 

2022. Table 23 shows the LOLE results of different sensitivity cases performed in GridViewTM at 

the non-coincident PRM of 12.0%.  

       Table 23: GridViewTM results at 12.0% non-coincident peak PRM 

Study Year (Results in days per 10 years) 2019  2022 

Base study at 12.0% testing reserve margin 0.59 0.00 

Low wind sensitivity at 12.0% testing reserve margin 0.70 0.13 

Coincident peak demand adjustment sensitivity 0.26 0.00 

Reliability metric threshold (SPP criteria) 1.00 1.00 

 

Table 24 lists the non-coincident PRM for each case at the one day in ten years reliability threshold 

that was determined using the SERVM software.  

Table 24: Non-coincident PRM results at the reliability threshold 

Study Year (Non-coincident PRM results) 2019 2022 

Base-case study 9.2% 10.8% 

Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment Sensitivity 10.0% 10.6% 

Transmission Limitation (removal) Sensitivity 8.4% 7.6% 
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6.1. ANALYSIS USING COINCIDENT PEAK 

Using the 2014 load shapes, the value of the SPP’s Coincident Peak PRM was calculated to be 

16.0%.  The 2014 load shapes provided a linear equation shown in Figure 15 in which NCP PRM 

values can be converted to CP PRM values. The linear equation provides an approximate 3.5% to 

4.5% increase in magnitude for the CP PRM values compared to the NCP values. Table 25 lists the 

coincident peak PRM for each case at the one day in ten years reliability threshold taken from the 

values in Table 24 and applying the formula in Section 5.5.   

Table 25: Coincident PRM results at the reliability threshold 

Study Year (Coincident PRM results) 2019 2022 

Base-case study 13.1%  14.8% 

Coincident Peak Demand Adjustment Sensitivity 13.9%  14.5% 

Transmission Limitation (removal) Sensitivity 12.3% 11.4% 
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APPENDIX A: GRIDVIEWTM SOFTWARE 

DESCRIPTION 

A.1  COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 

GridViewTM 9.1.12 was used to perform the LOLE study analysis.  GridViewTM is a software 

application developed by ABB© Inc. to simulate the economic dispatch of an electric power system 

while monitoring key transmission elements for each hour. GridViewTM can be used to study the 

operational and planning issues facing regulated utilities, as well as competitive electric markets. 

The key advantage of using the GridViewTM application is having the ability to model a detailed 

transmission system in the study region, not just a transportation model (Figure 16). The 

transmission model allows for realistic power delivery based on actual modeled limits on 

transmission lines imported from powerflow models. Some other features available in this program 

include contingency constraints, nomograms, and emergency imports. A sequential Monte-Carlo 

simulation was used to perform the analysis of the SPP LOLE study.  

 
Figure 16: Detailed model diagram of GridViewTM software 

A.2  ALGORITHM USAGE 

Monte Carlo simulation is a method for iteratively evaluating a deterministic model using sets of 

random numbers as inputs. The goal is to determine how random variation or uncertainty affects the 

reliability of the system that is being modeled. Monte Carlo simulation is categorized as a sampling 

method because the inputs are randomly generated from probability distributions to simulate the 
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process of sampling from an actual population.  Within GridViewTM, Monte Carlo simulation allows 

detailed modeling of the pre-contingency conditions and outages of generation and/or transmission 

equipment and/or changes in demand, fuel prices, and/or wind generation.  GridViewTM can also 

model the correlation between area load demands and fuel prices.  It uses probability distributions 

for equipment outages during a sequential mode of simulations hour by hour, and typically for a 

year.  The selection of studied conditions is by random sampling.  In order to obtain accurate risk 

indices, multiple simulations will have to be performed (4,000 or more simulations/year study).  In 

general, the simulations provide the loss of load reliability indices.  A linear model is applied to the 

generation dispatch calculation for every hour in each trial in order to compute the amount of load 

shed in order to eliminate transmission overload problems.   

A.3  TIERED MODELING APPROACH 

The LOLE study was modeled in a tiered approach that became more and more constraining as the 

study advanced. This was akin to multiple scenarios for SPP and allowed the footprint to be 

analyzed under constricting parameters. The first simulation type was a transmission model both 

internal and external to the SPP footprint. No limits were attached to the transmission model, and 

any amount of power necessary could flow to solve the case. The next simulation type incorporated 

important flowgates and interfaces within SPP and between SPP and its first-tier areas were added to 

the model. With these, flow was monitored on these lines and kept within the appropriate 

transmission line ratings. The final tier, which the LOLE study was performed, was to monitor and 

enforce ratings on all 100kV and above transmission lines within SPP and its first-tier areas. With 

100kV and above being monitored, simulation time was approximately 96 hours for 4000 

simulations. 
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APPENDIX B: SERVM BENCHMARK STUDY 

B.1   OVERVIEW 

SPP’s LOLE analysis currently utilizes an ABB software called GridViewTM and has been used by 

SPP for more than eight (8) years. Over the past year, research was conducted with other LOLE 

software due to the cumbersome modelling process of GridViewTM and the non-pursuant 

enhancements involving LOLE functionality. SPP is the only Regional Transmission Organization 

(RTO) or Independent System Operator (ISO) utilizing the GridViewTM software for LOLE 

capabilities. All other regions use GE-MARS, SERVM, or other Excel based programs. GridViewTM 

was built for transmission planning, not resource adequacy analyses such as LOLE studies. The sole 

use for GridViewTM at SPP is for LOLE studies. No other department is currently utilizing the 

software. 

The SPP Staff and membership, specifically the SAWG, requested a parallel assessment be 

performed before switching to new software for the SPP LOLE studies. After analyzing other 

resource adequacy software, SERVM was chosen as the applicable software for a parallel 

assessment. SERVM is built on the platform for resource adequacy assessments, which will provide 

efficiencies in SPP’s model building process and significantly reduce time to perform studies. 

Migration to new software such as SERVM will provide benefit through additional metric analysis, 

reduction of person-hours, and produce consistency with the LOLE industry. In addition to LOLE 

studies, SERVM can provide the benefits of performing other resource adequacy assessments such 

as Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) and Economic Optimal Reserve Margin 

Assessments. Astrapé Consulting, the business owners of SERVM, performed the parallel 

assessment.  

B.2  SERVM SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

Strategic Energy Risk Valuation Model (SERVM) is a state-of-the-art multi-area reliability and 

economic simulation tool that was originally developed by the Southern Company in the 1980s to 

support resource adequacy decisions.  Significant resources have been devoted to enhancing the 

model, which has been used in a number of applications by various companies since that time. 

Today, the probabilistic simulation tool is managed by Astrapé Consulting who provides consulting 

services and/or licenses SERVM to a number of users, including MISO, SPP, ERCOT, Entergy, 

California Public Utilities Commission, Pacific Gas & Electric, Louisville Gas & Electric (LG&E), 

Kentucky Utilities (KU), Southern Company and all its subsidiaries, Duke Energy, Progress Energy, 

TVA, Santee Cooper, Terna (Italian Transmission Operator), CLECO, PNM, FERC, NARUC, and 

EPRI to inform resource adequacy decisions.  The model has been commercially available and 
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marketed by Astrapé Consulting since 2005, and has been vetted by public service commissions 

across the U.S.   

SERVM is a comprehensive and robust multi-area reliability-planning tool.  It allows users to 

evaluate resource adequacy not only based on physical reliability metrics, such as the one day in ten 

years standard, but also to assess the economics of such resource adequacy standards.  SERVM 

combines the economic dispatch characteristics of production cost models with the granularity and 

probabilistic simulation capabilities of multi-area reliability models.  SERVM offers a number of 

features such as a user-friendly interface, fully automated simulations of sensitivities, fast hourly 

chronological simulation to allow for thousands of iterations, simulation of a full distribution of 

weather years affecting load and resources, consideration of load uncertainty due to economic 

growth, Monte Carlo simulation of generator outages, and utilization of scarcity pricing algorithms. 

Energy providers, energy consultants, utilities, power marketers, and system operators use SERVM 

to determine and justify target planning reserve margins, analyze reliability risks to inform necessary 

economic tradeoffs to stakeholders, evaluate the effects of energy limited resources (such as demand 

response, constrained thermal, constrained hydro, storage, and intermittent resources), evaluate the 

impact of increased energy efficiency, estimate frequency of emergency operating procedure 

activation, evaluate potential environmental regulation changes, evaluate effective load carrying 

capability for intermittent resources, and understand the impact that future resource options could 

have on reliability.     

KEY ATTRIBUTES OF SERVM 

1. Hourly and Intra Hour Chronological Model 

SERVM is designed to simulate chronologically an entire year (8,760 hours) for hundreds of 

iterations for each selected scenario. SERVM can also capture intra-hour analysis when 

evaluating intermittent resource integration.   

2. Dispatch Capabilities 

a. Economic Commitment and Dispatch 

The developers of SERVM recognized that incremental capacity decisions are not simply 

affected by firm load shed events or other substantial reliability events, but should also 

take into account economic benefits of the incremental capacity.  In addition, reliability 

can be affected by the physical limitations on units such as minimum uptimes and 

downtimes, startup times, ramp rates, and other criteria.  For this reason, SERVM uses a 

week-ahead and day-ahead hourly economic commitment and dispatch that takes 

physical constraints and economic considerations into account. 

b. Reliability Dispatch During Constrained Periods 
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Based on experience in multiple electric markets, the dispatch of electric systems can 

change substantially during peak periods.  Constrained resources may be conserved, 

emergency energy may be requested from neighboring regions, and other emergency 

operating procedures may be implemented such as frequency control and interruptible 

resource dispatch.  SERVM allows for complete flexibility in setting these thresholds and 

determining which actions the dispatch logic should take during peak periods and 

reliability events. 

c. Hydro Dispatch 

Run of river, storage, and pumped storage hydro resources all have various constraints 

that prevent them from being perfectly capable of meeting all reliability situations.  

Minimum hourly and daily flow requirements, max hourly or daily flows, the sporadic 

nature of rainfall, and physical constraints on the generators affect the total reliability 

value of hydro resources. SERVM allows users to develop dispatch schemes for all 

classes of hydro resources so that the simulated dispatch of a hydro fleet closely mimics 

the actual dispatch of the fleet.  The simulated dispatch schemes can change depending 

on the hydrological nature of a year and month and will be responsive to system 

conditions not related to the weather year. 

d. Dispatch of Energy-limited Resources and Associated Constraints 

As demand-side options play an increasingly larger role in resource adequacy, the 

operating constraints of such resources must be considered.  Some demand-side options 

have price curves to determine their dispatch; other programs have daily, weekly, 

monthly, seasonal, or annual dispatch limits.  SERVM allows users to model each of 

these characteristics explicitly.  

Wind, solar, and other energy-limited resources also have unpredictable intermittent 

output that must be tied to weather conditions.  When evaluating various load forecast 

scenarios, the weather that affects the load must be matched up to the weather that affects 

the output of wind, solar, hydro, and thermal resources.  In SERVM, the user inputs 

multiple weather stations, then ties those weather variables to both system loads and 

resources.  For each weather station, SERVM considers an hourly forecast for each 

weather year being simulated. Forecast error distribution on an intra-hour, hour ahead, 

and day ahead for wind and PV resources are also input into the model.  These forecast 

errors are used when evaluating operational flexibility of the system.   

3. Modeling of Weather Uncertainty 

Astrapé Consulting has refined a neural network load modeling process that has been in use 

by utilities for decades.  This process develops weather and load relationships from recent 

history that are then used to develop a large set of load shapes based on 20 to 40 years of 
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weather data.  These load shapes represent what the load would look like if historical weather 

years were to occur again in the future.  SERVM takes each of these 8,760-hour synthetic 

annual shapes to simulate many discrete scenarios for future years.  In addition to the load 

sensitivity to weather, availability and output from conventional and intermittent resources 

can also be tied to weather conditions, and hydro resources can be mapped to weather-related 

dispatch profiles.  

Some previous resource adequacy studies have recognized the sensitivity of results to the 

choice of coincidental load and wind shapes used in the simulation process, However, very 

few studies have relied on a robust simulation approach to take into account multiple weather 

shapes.  This is due to the difficulty of building and simulating many different shapes in 

reliability tools other than SERVM. SERVM is uniquely constructed to integrate this feature 

into the framework of the model so that building a study using 20 load shapes takes no longer 

than constructing a single load shape. After taking into account the uncertainty of weather, 

SERVM can demonstrate the impact different weather years have on reliability as seen in 

example Figure 17.   

 
Figure 17: Example of multiple weather scenarios and impacts on reliability costs 

4. Monte Carlo Unit Outage Modeling 

For production cost modeling, average unit Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EFOR) is a 

sufficient metric to determine the average production cost of a system.  However, in 

reliability modeling, much more granular outage data are required to capture outage-related 

impacts on reliability.  SERVM unit outage logic brings units online and sends them into 

outage conditions using Monte Carlo techniques that very closely approximate actual 

operations.  Outage variables include time-to-fail and time-to-repair distributions for both full 

and partial outages, maintenance outage likelihood, startup failure probabilities, and others 
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that allow the user to match a historical cumulative outage distribution rather than a seasonal 

EFOR point.  SERVM allows the user to calibrate to both EFOR and cumulative outages. 

5. Multi-Area Simulations 

SERVM allows users to build connections to the system being modeled with stochastic 

transmission limitations to neighboring systems.  Generation within each area simulated can 

be modeled at the unit level or at the system level.  Load shapes of neighboring systems can 

be tied to the same shape as the base system or individual load shapes for each system can be 

imported into the model.  

6. Scarcity Pricing Algorithms 

SERVM includes a flexible scarcity-pricing model that allows users to take multiple 

variables tied to system conditions into consideration to determine pricing during capacity 

shortfalls.  These scarcity-pricing curves are developed based on historical purchases 

executed in the region.  During the base case setup, the pricing market is always calibrated to 

an actual historical year.    

7. Economic Load Forecast Uncertainty 

In addition to weather-related load uncertainty, SERVM also allows users to model forward-

looking economic load forecast uncertainty with multipliers and associated probabilities.  

The model applies these multipliers to each weather year.   
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B.3  DIFFERENCE IN KEY MODELING ASSUMPTIONS 

To keep consistency between the benchmark results, modeling assumptions and inputs for the 

SERVM software were consistent with the parameters modeled in the GridViewTM software. The 

modeling assumptions listed below are the differences due to software capabilities.   

TRANSFER ANALYSIS AND LIMITATIONS 

Overview 

SPP Staff has developed methodology for performing the transfer analysis to determine Legacy 

Balancing Authority (LBA) import-export capabilities to be used for the biennial LOLE study in 

SERVM. The GridViewTM software allows for nodal representation of the transmission system 

but SERVM does not have this capability. Therefore, the modeling areas in GridViewTM were 

represented by individual zones with transfer limits between them.  

Transfer capability is the measure of the ability of interconnected power systems to reliably 

transfer power from one area to another under certain system conditions. The incremental 

amount of power that can be transferred was determined through First Contingency Incremental 

Transfer Capability (FCITC) analysis. Total Transfer Capability (TTC) indicates the total 

amount of power able to be transferred before a constraint is identified. TTC is the base power 

transfer plus the incremental transfer capability.  All transfer capabilities determined by the 

analysis was the First Contingency Total Transfer Capability (FCTTC).   

(First Contingency Total Transfer Capability (FCTTC) = Base Power Transfer + FCITC) 

Assumptions 

1. Models 

The analysis used the annual Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) model(s) as its starting 

point.  The BA models are developed in accordance with the ITP Manual as well as the SPP 

MDWG Powerflow Procedure Manual, which takes into account anticipated load levels, 

generation dispatch, transmission topology, long-term planned outages, and projected long-

term transmission service.  Updates was made to the models to reflect the most accurate 

system configuration, generation, and load representation for each pertinent individual 

modeling area for the study period.  The models represent a Year 2 Summer Peak and a Year 

5 Summer Peak.   

2. Subsystems 

For the analysis, SPP used a Point of Receipt (POR)/Point of Delivery (POD) approach when 

selecting transfers. These transfers included all LBAs, or combinations of LBAs, represented 

as a POR/POD within SPP’s BA footprint.  
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The LBAs considered for POR/POD in the assessment are listed below and are represented 

on the diagram in Figure 18. During the LOLE simulation in SERVM, the same load shapes 

from GridViewTM were assigned to each LBA. The SPP System zone in the diagram was a 

no-load zone in the assessment.  

1. AEP 

2. GRDA 

3. WFEC 

4. OGE 

5. SPS 

6. SPA 

7. EDE 

8. KACY 

9. KCPL/GMO 

10. SPRM 

11. Westar/MIDW 

12. SUNC 

13. INDN 

14. NPPD 

15. OPPD 

16. LES 

17. WAPA – UMZ  

18. MISO 

19. WECC 

20. AECI 
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Figure 18: Diagram of areas modeled in SERVM 

 

3. Participating and Excluded Generators 

Generators that were not excluded participated in the import/export capabilities of each LBA, 

whether the units are on-line or off-line in the base model.  Machine limits were enforced.  

An optimized dispatch was used to ensure the maximum import/export availability for the 

LBA.  The dispatch for export (for all generators that are not wind or solar powered) is based 

on the MW reserve available for each generator, which is determined by subtracting the 

dispatch level in the base case from the maximum dispatch. For wind powered generators or 

solar powered inverters, the dispatch for export is determined by subtracting the dispatch 

level in the base case from the maximum accredited capacity for the units.   

The dispatch for import is based on the MW reserve of each generator, which is determined 

by subtracting the minimum dispatch level of the generator from the dispatch level in the 

base case.    

Nuclear generators were excluded from transfer dispatch analysis. 

4. Contingencies and Monitored Elements 

At a minimum the monitored elements and contingencies used in the assessment included all 

BES transmission lines and transformers 100 kV and above.  N-1 and breaker-to-breaker 

single contingencies were simulated as well.  Additional contingencies or monitored 
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elements were included as provided by Transmission Owners (TOs) within the BA footprint. 

SPP respected all known System Operating Limits (SOLs) as well as monitored all known 

flowgates in the analysis.   

Analysis 

To simulate a transfer across a path, SPP increased (scaled) generation on a pro-rata, or 

optimized, basis for the exporting LBA(s) (POR) and decreased (scaled) generation on an 

optimized basis in the importing LBA(s) (POD).  

For each LBA, import/export capabilities were determined by the simulating import/export 

transfers to and from all first tier LBAs.  Areas external to SPP (e.g. MISO) was treated as a 

single POR/POD and transfers were simulated to and from those areas for LBAs that have 

physical connections to those areas.   

SPP determined transfer capability for each POR/POD combination based on the most limiting 

element under system intact or contingency conditions.  The limiting element had a minimum 

3% outage transfer distribution factor or power transfer distribution factor.  

The analysis included a system intact and N-1 analysis simulating all import/export capabilities 

for all LBAs to their 1st Tier LBAs and external areas.  

Transfers limited by Generation availability 

If transfer analysis does not identify any transmission limitations prior to exhausting the 

available generation in a specified POR/POD, additional analysis was performed.  This 

additional analysis is necessary so as not to understate the transfer capability of LBAs with 

robust transmission systems compared to the generation available for dispatch.   

For areas that are export limited, load and generation were decreased in the impacted area 

while keeping the model balanced.   For areas that are import limited, load and generation in 

the impacted areas were increased while keeping the model balanced.  The transfer analysis 

was completed on the adjusted model.  The process was repeated until a transmission 

limitation is identified.   

Results 

The output of this analysis will be the maximum transfer capabilities based on the lesser of: 

1. the most limiting elements under system intact and contingency conditions,  

2. the maximum amount of generation available for export in the selected POR, or  

3. the maximum generation available for import in the selected POD 

Following the analysis, SPP Staff verified if the most limiting elements for each transfer path are 

valid limits and then established the transfer capabilities.   

Benchmarking Results and Methodology Revisions 
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This methodology is initially intended to be used for benchmarking LOLE study results for 

purposes of migration from a nodal analysis and software product to a “pipe and bubble” 

analysis and software product.   

FORCED OUTAGE COMPARISON 

Unlike typical production cost models, SERVM imports historical Generating Availability Data 

System (GADS) data events for each unit and SERVM randomly draws from these events to 

simulate the unit outages. Units without historical data use history from similar units. The events are 

entered using the following variables: Time-to-Repair Hours (ttr hours) and Time-to-Fail Hours (ttf 

hours). After calculating the Demand Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EFORd) values as previously 

described, average Time-to-Repair (ttr) Hours were calculated for each unit by averaging all the ttr 

hours from the historical GADS data. Calculated EFORd values and average Time-to-Repair Hours 

were used to calculate an Average Time-to-Fail (ttf) Hours value for each unit using the following 

formula. Section 3.4.2: Forced outage modeling describes the parameters and inputs for calculating 

the EFORd values used in the parallel assessment. 

𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑔(1 − 𝐸𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐷)

𝐸𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐷
 

Once the average ttf value was calculated, three ttf hours values were input into SERVM for each 

unit to provide a uniform distribution: the average value, 80% of the value, and 120% of the value. 

Each ttr value calculated from the historical GADS data was imported into SERVM.  

As an example, assume that from 2011 – 2015, a generator had 15 full outage events and 30 partial 

outage events reported in the GADS data. The Time-to-Repair and Time-to-Fail between each event 

is calculated from the GADS data. These multiple Time-to-Repair and Time-to-Fail inputs are the 

distributions used by SERVM. Because typically there is an improvement in EFOR across the 

summer, the data is broken up into seasons such that there is a set of Time-to-Repair and Time-to-

Fail inputs for summer, off peak, and winter, based on history. Further, assume the generator is 

online in hour 1 of the simulation. SERVM will randomly draw a Time-to-Fail value from the 

distribution provided for both full outages and partial outages. The unit will run for that amount of 

time before failing. A partial outage will be triggered first if the selected Time-to-Fail value is lower 

than the selected full outage Time-to-Fail value. Next, the model will draw a Time-to-Repair value 

from the distribution and be on outage for that number of hours. When the repair is complete, it will 

draw a new Time-to-Fail value. The process repeats until the end of the iteration when it will begin 

again for the subsequent iteration. The full outage counters and partial outage counters run in 

parallel. This more detailed modeling incorporating multiple states is important to capture the tails of 

the distribution that a simple convolution method or a Monte Carlo approach that only captures full 

outages would not capture.  
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Astrapé's approach using SERVM is to calibrate modeling results to these actual cumulative outage 

curves to ensure the modeling represents reality.  Unlike typical production cost models, SERVM 

does not use an EFORd value for each unit as an input. Instead, historical GADS data events are 

entered in for each unit and SERVM randomly draws from these events to simulate the unit outages. 

The events are entered using the following variables:   

Full Outage Modeling 

Time-to-Repair Hours 

Time-to-Fail Hours 

 

Partial Outage Modeling 

Partial Outage Time-to-Repair Hours 

Partial Outage De-rate Percentage 

Partial Outage Time-to-Fail Hours 

 

Maintenance Outages 

Maintenance Outage Rate – percentage of time in a month that the unit will be on maintenance 

outage.  

Time-to-Repair Hours 

SERVM uses this percentage along with the time-to-repair distributions and schedules the 

maintenance outages during off peak periods 

 

Planned Outages   

Entered in as a percentage or with actual dates 

 

Figure 19 shows the difference of actual historical occurrences between 2012 and 2016 and how 

they compare against 100 simulation trials using the GridViewTM and SERVM software. The outages 

only consider the June 15 to September 15 time frame and are expressed by probability of 

occurrence for the quantity of outaged capacity of the SPP system. SERVM reflects actual historical 

outages more accurately than the GridViewTM software. 
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Figure 19: Summer forced outage probability comparison 

B.4  RESULTS 

The results of the parallel assessment are described in Section 5.4 SERVM Analysis Results. Astrapé 

Consulting provided a list of items to consider for future LOLE studies based on their analysis of the 

benchmark study. 

1. Weather Uncertainty: Simulate minimum of 20 weather years 

a. Load  

b. Wind Resources 

i. ELCC calculations vs. average during peak periods 

2. Economic Load Growth Uncertainty 

3. Scaling of load vs scaling of generation to the testing reserve margin 

4. Modeling Minimum Operating Reserves 

5. Economics and Economic Commitment and Dispatch vs. Must Run Approach 

a. EFOR vs. EFORd 

6. Economic Output Metrics 

7. Load vs. Generation Scaling 

8. Single region vs. multi-zone region 
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APPENDIX C: LOLE STUDY SCOPE 

C.1  REVISION HISTORY 

 

 

  

Date or Version 

Number 

Author Change Description Comments 

1/17/2017 SPP Staff Initial Draft 
 

4/20/2017 SPP Staff Inserted clarification 

language, inserted 

Additional Sensitivities 

section, and removed 

Items to Consider section 

 

7/12/2017 SPP Staff Inserted additional 

sensitivity analysis 

 

7/27/2017 SPP Staff and SAWG Updated language  SAWG approved the 

updates 
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C.2  INTRODUCTION 

Attachment AA of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) states SPP shall perform a 

biennial Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) study, which investigates the expected number of days 

per year of available generating capacity to serve forecasted Peak Demand. The LOLE is usually 

measured in days/year or hours/year. The understanding is that when given in days/year, it represents 

a comparison between daily peak values and installed capacity. This study will be performed 

biennially based upon the typical industry standard metric, which is the loss of load probability of 

one day in ten years or 0.1 day/year. LOLE studies are resource adequacy assessments that are 

performed with a DC powerflow analysis.  

The current SPP Planning Reserve Margin (PRM) is twelve percent (12%).  If a modeled area’s 

capacity mix is comprised of at least seventy-five percent (75%) hydro-based generation, then such 

entity’s PRM shall be nine point eight nine percent (9.89%).  Any change to the PRM will be filed 

with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).   

C.3  EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

Determination of the PRM will be supported by a probabilistic LOLE Study, which will analyze the 

ability to reliably serve the SPP Balancing Authority Area’s forecasted Peak Demand while utilizing 

a Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED).  SPP, with input from the stakeholders, will 

develop the inputs and assumptions to be used for the LOLE Study.   SPP will study the PRM such 

that the LOLE for the applicable planning year does not exceed one (1) day in ten (10) years, or 0.1 

day per year.  At a minimum, the PRM will be determined using probabilistic methods by altering 

capacity through the application of generator forced outages and forecasted demand through the 

application of load uncertainty to ensure the LOLE does not exceed 0.1 day per year. Final metric 

results will be compiled into a report and presented to the Supply Adequacy Working Group 

(SAWG). 

C.4  OBJECTIVE 

The LOLE study provides an assessment of whether installed and proposed capacity is adequate to 

serve the forecasted Peak Demand while determining an appropriate PRM to maintain an LOLE of 1 

day in 10 years. 

C.5  STUDY TIMELINE 
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LOLE Study Timeline 

1. LOLE Study scope development and data collection 

2. LOLE Study performed for current year + 2 and current year + 5  

3. LOLE Study initial report and working group review of results 

4. Initial report presented to MOPC (placeholder) 

5. Additional sensitivities performed and analysis of results (as needed) 

C.6  PROCESS STEPS 

Step 1:   Create and finalize scope 

Step 2:   Gather input data 

Step 3:   Model data and assumptions  

Step 4:   Run simulations 

Step 5:   Evaluate results 

Step 6:   Compile results into a report 

Step 7:   Present to stakeholders for review and approval 

C.7  INPUT DATA 

Software 

GridViewTM will be the resource adequacy software used for the 2017 LOLE Study. GridViewTM is 

a production-cost software, which performs a Security Constrained Economic Dispatch while 

utilizing a Monte-Carlo algorithm when varying the uncertainty of load and availability of capacity 

through multiple simulations. 

Area Modeling 
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The LOLE Study is performed on the SPP Balancing Authority Area footprint, which includes all or 

parts of Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas, Iowa, 

Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota. Each modeled area will be modelled as a 

separate area to reflect the diversity of Load Forecast Uncertainty (LFU) factors and adjust each 

area’s demand to a testing reserve margin. 

 

Base Models and Topology 

The 2017 LOLE Study will utilize the system topology from the 2017 series Integrated Transmission 

Planning Near-Term (ITPNT) summer peak models for the 2019 and 2022 study years.  

Transmission additions and retirements are captured in the ITPNT models with SPP member input 

from the ITPNT process23.  

Hourly Load Profiles 

                                                 
23 Link to the latest ITPNT process scope and ITP Manual: https://www.spp.org/engineering/transmission-planning/ 

https://www.spp.org/engineering/transmission-planning/
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Historical hourly load data from 2014 will be used to produce an 8,760 hourly load profile for each 

modeled area. The historical data is obtained through SPP operational data. FERC 714 filings will be 

used to complete any missing or abnormal data for each profile.  

Generation Modeling 

Generation data includes the following: Generation capacity, Forced Outage Rates, outage duration, 

maintenance schedules, and jointly owned resource information from data obtained through Astrapé 

Consulting, modelling parameters in the Integrated Transmission Planning Near-Term process, or 

data sourced from the RAW submissions. 

Ratings 

The maximum capacity ratings will be based on the modeled PMAX in the 2017 ITP planning 

model as developed by the SPP member’s capability testing and verified against the values 

submitted in the RAW.  The capability testing procedure and requirements are described in SPP 

Planning Criteria section 7.124. 

Resource forced outage and economic modeling 

Forced outage modeling and economic parameters will consist of using the Demand Equivalent 

Forced Outage Rate (EFORd) values, forced outage durations, scheduled maintenance, and 

economic parameters provided by Astrapé. Astrapé derives outage-modeling parameters by 

using data from the NERC Generating Availability Data Systems (GADS).  

Simulation parameters for random forced outages in GridViewTM are to be compared to 

historical forced outages.  The maximum number of outages per hour and number of new 

outages per hour parameters will be established through the analysis of historical outages.  

Planned outage modeling 

Planned outages for thermal resources are modeled using the scheduled maintenance function in 

GridViewTM by switching the status of each resource to “off-line” for a specified period of time 

based on start time and duration.  Once the outage duration has elapsed, the resource is placed 

back online in the model.  Previous planned outages will be taken into consideration when 

modeling the maintenance window for each resource and sourced from Control Room 

Operations Window (CROW) software SPP members use to plan maintenance outages. 

GridViewTM determines the best time to force a maintenance outage based upon a set seasonal 

timeframe window.  

Behind-the-meter generation 

Behind-the-meter generation is generally netted and modeled with Peak Demand.  If the behind-

the-meter generation is not netted in the Resource Adequacy Workbook submissions and 

                                                 
24 https://www.spp.org/documents/33003/spp%20effective%202016%20planning%20criteria%201.pdf 

https://www.spp.org/documents/33003/spp%20effective%202016%20planning%20criteria%201.pdf
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modeled as generation in the ITPNT models, then it will be modeled as generation for the LOLE 

study. 

Wind Modeling 

The model includes all wind resources currently installed or proposed to be in-service in the SPP 

Balancing Authority Area footprint with an hourly wind generation profile assigned to each 

resource. Hourly wind generation is based upon historical profiles from 2014, which are obtained 

through SPP Operations. The wind shape is separate from the calculated accreditation value based 

upon current SPP Criteria 12.1.5.3 section G. The accredited value will be used when calculating the 

testing reserve margin for demand adjustments.  

Constraints and Monitored Elements 

Internal and crossing interfaces and flowgates for years 2019 and 2022 are to be implemented using 

the latest SPP OASIS list flowgates and interfaces. Interfaces are key groups of transmission lines 

that are observed as one group between Balancing Authority regions or internal areas.  

The penalty of violating any constraint is $6,000/MWh while the load shedding penalty is 

$2000/MWh. Therefore, the system will shed load before violating any transmission constraint. Not 

only are specific constraints monitored, specific groups of ties between regions and every branch 

100 kV and above within the SPP region is monitored as well. 

DC Tie and External Capacity Modeling 

DC tie and external capacity transactions that are supported by firm commitments will be modeled 

as hourly generators at the point of interconnection to SPP. They are initially dispatched at the 

committed firm capacity amount and have a max capacity value equivalent to the amount reserved 

for firm transmission service. The transactions used for both study years are obtained through the 

Resource Adequacy Workbook submissions and verified against transactions used in the SPP ITPNT 

planning process. 

If the sale or purchase of capacity is between a SPP area and an outside entity, a generator is placed 

on the SPP entity’s swing bus for the amount of the transaction. If the transaction is a sale to the 

outside entity, there would be an export of capacity. If the transaction is a purchase, there would be 

an import of capacity. 

Demand Response Modeling 

In areas that reported controllable-capacity demand through the Resource Adequacy Workbook, 

equivalent thermal resources were added to the model with high fuel costs, so those resources would 

be dispatched last to reflect demand response operating scenarios.  

Modeling Load Forecast Uncertainty  

Method 
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GridViewTM allows for two options in dealing with demand uncertainty: 1) User defined 

uncertainty pattern, and 2) probability distribution. For this study, a user-defined uncertainty 

pattern and a probability distribution are both used to add uncertainty to the load values. A 

different load uncertainty distribution pattern will be modeled for each modeled area. 

Uncertainty Components 

A load model is used to define the peak-demand multipliers used to modify forecasted Peak 

Demand.  The daily peak was selected and regressed against historical peak temperatures from 

2006-2016.  Excel was used to analyze the probability distributions of temperatures observed at 

key weather stations throughout the SPP footprint. A forecast was then created for both study 

years.  Based on the forecasts, multipliers were calculated and were populated in a user defined 

uncertainty pattern.  The user-defined uncertainty pattern allows users to provide seven monthly 

demand patterns.  Each area has a different value for each month multiplied by seven 

probabilities (a total of 84 values). GridViewTM randomly selects the demand pattern at the 

beginning of the simulation hour, and applies it for that trial. The random load uncertainty allows 

for unexpected increases of demand in addition to the adjusted testing reserve margin. 

Demand Adjustment 

The forecasted Peak Demand shall be adjusted for each modeled area in GridViewTM scaling each 

area’s peak hour demand by the amount needed to meet the testing reserve margin. Each area shall 

be set to the testing reserve margin based upon the expected or forecasted accredited capacity of 

each area. Only scalable loads identified in the ITPNT models will be subject to incremental load 

increases. 

C.8  SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS 

1) Each simulation period will be from January 1 to December 31  

2) The summer period is defined as June 15th – September 15th  

3) Load shed penalty is $2000/MWh, Branch overload penalty is $6000/MWh 

4) At a minimum, 3000 trials per simulation will be run, to reach a convergence of 90% or 

greater 

5) Only existing and planned reported generation is modeled  

6) Forego SPP operating reserves  

7) Monitored branches include anything that is 100 kV and above 

8) Flowgates and interfaces used in the study are limits established in the SPP book of 

flowgates 

9) The forecasted Peak Demand shall be adjusted for each modeled area in GridViewTM scaling 

each area’s peak hour demand by the amount needed to meet the testing reserve margin.  

10) Number of resource outages will be determined by comparing GridViewTM simulation 

outages to real time historical outages  

11)  Generation is dispatched using a Security Constrained Economic Dispatch algorithm based 

on the SPP Balancing Authority Area boundary 
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C.9  SIMULATION AND STUDY PROCESS 

SPP will conduct the GridViewTM Monte-Carlo simulation at 3000 trials (or more as needed), in 

which resources in SPP may be randomly forced out of service during each hour of the study.  Each 

trial accounts for a different variation of forced outages, wind output, and load uncertainty. Each trial 

represents a single 8760-hour simulation.  The stop criteria for the Monte-Carlo simulation is to 

make the convergence factor of LOLE greater than or equal to 90% for consideration of probabilistic 

indices. GridViewTM calculates the convergence factor to determine if additional simulations are 

needed.  

C.10 REPORTING 

The LOLE Study scope and results will be reviewed and approved by the Supply Adequacy 

Working Group. Once the final metric results are calculated, they will be compiled in a report, which 

will be presented to the appropriate working groups for review.   

C.11 ADDITIONAL SENSITIVITIES 

This section provides an overview of sensitivities in addition to the base assumptions for the LOLE 

Study. 

Low Wind During Summer Peak Hours  

Considering all other base assumptions remain unchanged, this sensitivity provides insight to low 

wind output during the summer season. A wind year representing low wind output during summer 

peak hours for 2012 will be chosen and modelled for simulation. 

Demand Adjustment – Equal Coincident Peak Scaling Analysis 

The forecasted Peak Demand shall be adjusted for the entire SPP footprint in GridViewTM scaling 

SPP’s peak hour demand by the amount needed to meet the testing reserve margin on an SPP 

coincident peak (CP) basis.  The SPP CP testing reserve margin studied will match the CP testing 

reserve margin in the base analysis and will have the same available accredited capacity studied in 

the base analysis.  In this sensitivity, the demand adjustment for each modeled area in GridViewTM 

will have the same scaling factor applied.  All other base assumptions will remain unchanged.  The 

study results for this sensitivity will be reported on both an SPP CP reserve margin basis and the 

equivalent area’s peak demand reserve margin basis (i.e. the non-coincident peak reserve margin). 
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APPENDIX D: LIST OF ACRONYMS 

AECI Associated Electric Cooperative Incorporated  

BA Balancing Authority 

BTM behind-the-meter  

CP Coincident Peak 

CROW Control Room Operations Window  

DC Direct Current  

EFOR Equivalent Forced Outage Rate 

EFORd Demand Equivalent Forced Outage Rate  

ELCC Effective Load Carrying Capability  

ERCOT Electric Reliability Council of Texas 

FCITC First Contingency Incremental Transfer Capability 

FCTTC First Contingency Total Transfer Capability  

FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  

GADS Generating Availability Data System 

ISO Independent System Operator  

ITP Integrated Transmission Planning  

ITPNT Integrated Transmission Planning Near-Term  

LBA Legacy Balancing Authority  

LFU Load Forecast Uncertainty  

LOLE Loss of Load Expectation  

LRE Load Responsible Entity 

MDWG Modeling Development Working Group 

MISO Midcontinent Independent System Operator 

MOPC  SPP Market and Operations Policy Committee 

MW Megawatt 

NCP Non-coincident Peak 

NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation  

OASIS Open Access Same-Time Information System  

OATT Open Access Transmission Tariff  

POD Point of Delivery 

POR Point of Receipt  

PRM Planning Reserve Margin  

RAW Resource Adequacy Workbook  

RTO Regional Transmission Organization 

SAWG Supply Adequacy Working Group 

SCED Security Constrained Economic Dispatch 

SERVM Strategic Energy & Risk Valuation Model  
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SOL System Operating Limit  

SPP Southwest Power Pool 

TO Transmission Owner 

TTC Total Transfer Capability  

ttf Time-to-Fail  

ttr Time-to-Repair  

 

 

 

 


